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The Luni river basin has been evolved as a result of typical hydrogeomorphic processes of arid
zone, operating under the influence of active tectonic lineaments. A detailed analysis of stream
morphology in relation to geology and lineaments carried out on selected windows indicated the
morphological control of the streams while flowing over the lineaments from the eastern to the western part of the basin. Typical valley fills indicated by dark green tone on digitally processed images
and the pediments showing greenish white tone appear in sharp contrast and indicate respectively
the graben and horst structures. A detailed identification of lineaments for the georesources and
geological evaluation has been carried out. Earlier analysis carried out on Bouguer anomalies correlate with graben and horst structures in the subsurface. Quaternary sequences have been dated
from 80 ka to 3 ka indicating a range of fluvial to aeolian deposits reflecting prevailing climatic conditions. However, the changes in sediment type from coarse and mixed of all size grades to fine in
a vertical litho-column warrant further studies on fine resolution stratigraphy and high resolution
stratigraphy for understanding climatic variations in the region.

1. Introduction
Luni basin being the major fluvial basin of the
Thar desert in western India is an active tectonic basin where more than 300 m sediment accumulation has been reported (Bajpai et al 2001a).
This is possibly due to subsidence in response to
E-W faulting along the Sukri river (Henry et al
1983). Deposition has taken place over an uneven
basement as indicated by negative gravity anomalies across the basin (Bajpai et al 2001a). The
basin is traversed by major lineaments: JaisalmerBarwani lineament trending NW-SE, Luni-Sukri
lineament trending NE-SW (Ramasamy et al 1991;
Dhir et al 1992), which intersect in the southwestern part of the basin at Jhab (Pal 1991) and partly
Tonk-Raisinghnagar lineament NW-SE (Roy and
Jakhar 2001) and also by several parallel major
and minor lineaments. Lineaments have controlled
the channel processes and the spatial distribution
of flood damages (Kar 1994). Delineation of lineaments is significant in terms of locating groundwa-

ter resources, and oil reserves particularly in the
Barmer region.
Climate in the basin is semi-arid. Torrential and
episodic rainfall (Bell 1979; Sharma and Chatterji 1982; Sharma et al 1984; Wheater 2002),
intense physical weathering (Goudie and Wilkinson 1977), sparse vegetation cover (Pilgrim et al
1988) and aeolian surface deposits (Jones 1981)
give rise to an overall abundance of transportable
material of all size grades (Reid and Frostick 1987).
Flash flood regime further favours the availability
of a higher volume of sediments and consequent
influx and accumulation gives rise to thick sediment deposits (Abdullatif 1989). Besides nearly
400 times of the bedload sediment transport is
possible by the ephemeral rivers in contrast to its
perennial counterpart in the humid zones (Laronne
and Reid 1993).
Inspite of the work carried out on the different
aspects of the Luni basin, work is still required on
the following:
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• A detailed classification of major and minor lineaments and their influence on hydrogeomorphic
processes.
• A co-relative evaluation of the lineaments for
georesources.
• Type of geological material filled in the basin at
least to a shallow depth of about 50 m.
• Relation of aquifer geometry with major and
minor lineaments.
In view of the above, a detailed map showing
major and minor lineaments has been prepared and
the relation of lineaments with geological and geomorphic situation has been worked out. Field survey of hydrogeological sections along E-W reported
in the earlier work (Bajpai et al 2001a) based on
tube well lithologs have been utilized to find out
the relation of aquifer geometry with lineaments. A
co-relative evaluation of lineaments has also been
provided in terms of georesources.
2. Geology
Geological mapping of the area in the basin
has been attempted by several workers (Heron
1917; Roy 1959; G.S.I. 1976; Gupta et al 1980;
Pareek 1981, 1984; G.S.I. 1982; Wadhawan et al
(1999) and Sareen 2002). A map has been prepared following the relevant authors (figure 1).
The formations in the basin range from Banded
Gneissic Complex (Archaean) to alluvium and
aeolian sand (Quaternary-Recent). While the eastern margin of the basin consists of formations
of Aravalli and Delhi Supergroups, the western
part shows the exposures of Malani Volcanics and
Cretaceous-Carboniferous formations in Barmer
region. Cretaceous-Carboniferous sequences occur
with faulted contact with Malani rhyolites and
granites (G.S.I. 1982). The central and southern
parts of the basin are occupied by Malani granite
(Jalor and Erinpura granites) with few patches of
rocks of the Delhi Supergroup. The rocks of Marwar Supergroup are distributed in the northern
and northeastern parts. The western and central
parts are occupied by Quaternary alluvium, blanketed by aeolian sand sheet and sand dunes.
A detailed account of stratigraphy together with
facies analysis of the exposed bank sections along
the Luni river in Barmer region from Karna to
Khudala has been provided by Jain et al (1999).
Three types of lithological sequences termed as
type I, type II and type III were identified. Type I
(Sindari/Bhukan) sequence represented semi-arid
gravel-sand bedload and slackwater deposits, type
II represented significantly aeolian with implementiferous pebbly sandstones and type III sequence
represents pottery bearing pebbly coarse sands and
silts. Artifacts have been reported from the gravel

of type II sequence which gave the age around
80 ka (Mishra et al 1999) dated by IRSL (infrared
simulated luminescence method) technique. The
age of type I, type II and type III sequences are
tentatively assigned to early to middle Pleistocene,
late Pleistocene and Holocene respectively, on the
basis of luminescence measurements and archaeological data.
Tectonically the basin lies within the west
Rajasthan Shelf (Bakliwal and Wadhawan 2003).
The eastern part has the Aravalli mountains and
the northwestern part has Jaisalmer basin and
partly the Indian shield. On the basis of gravity and
magnetic surveys, Oil and Natural Gas Commission has given the major divisions as Nagaur basin,
Pokran - Nachna high, Barmer graben, Sarnu high,
Sanchore basin and Tharad high. Sarnu high separates the Barmer basin from the Sanchore basin
situated in the south. The Tharad high situated
to the south of the Sanchore basin appears to be
the projection of main Aravalli orogenic trend (Das
Gupta and Chandra 1978).
The Bouguer anomaly cross-sections (Bajpai
et al 2001a) demarcated as 1–1, 2–2, 3–3 and 4–4
(figure 2) in the geological map (figure 1) indicate the buried basement irregularities across the
Luni river basin (figure 2). In section 1–1, there
is a high on the east of Lik river which shows
fault towards the west near Bhiyar. In the eastern part, the major graben structure is in vertical
alignment of many rivers of Luni system. In section 2–2, the Luni river on either side of Sindari
shows fault corresponding to high difference of
gravity, about 30 mgal with respect to the lowest value of −20 mgal. In the eastern part also, a
regional depression is indicated in the basement,
which is coincident with the tributary streams of
Luni system. In section 3–3, similarly the faults are
indicated on either side of the Luni river. Towards
east in this section a graben structure is indicated
along the Bandi - Sukri river. In section 4–4, the
faults are indicated along Luni, Bandi and Jawai
rivers. Rivers of the Luni system here also occupy
the lines (vertically upwards) above the depressions indicated in the gravity profiles.
3. Distribution of Quaternary sediments
and the depth to the basement
Field survey and investigations were carried out
of geological material excavated out of various
dug wells and tube wells, right from east to west.
Mostly mixed material of all size grades, rounded
to angular, and alternating with fluvial clay, kankar
and sand and aeolian fine sand dominate. A generalized description of geological material varying
with depth is given in figure 3, and depth variations
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Figure 1. Geological map of the Luni river basin (after Roy 1959; G.S.I. 1976; Gupta et al 1980; G.S.I. 1982; Pareek 1981,
1984).

Figure 2. Sections showing the basement relief across the Luni river basin as reflected by variations in Bouguer gravity anomaly (section lines in figure 1, after
Bajpai et al 2001a).
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Figure 3. Index map of the Luni river basin with selected and simplified lithologs obtained from dug well and tube well sections.
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of alluvium over the basement (at places depth to
basement not known) is given in the figure 4.
The geological material in the wells from east to
west and above the basement consists of pebblycobbly conglomerate, gravel, coarse sand, fine sand,
calcrete and clay. Calcrete and fine sand increase
towards Jodhpur.
To the south and southwest of Merta city (figure 4) there is a depression filled with alluvium.
Towards the west and central part of the basin,
depth to basement is limited to the order of 18 to
20 m. Further west towards Jalor and Sindari, the
thickness of alluvium increases. At Sindari, the rhyolite basement occurs at a depth of 42 m. To the
SW of Jalor the thickness increases towards Sanchor to an extent of about 300 m along the LuniSukri lineament extending in NE-SW direction.
The thickness of Quaternary sediments reduces
considerably to the NE of Jalor to the west of
Pali following the Luni-Sukri lineament zone. It
is possible that the Luni-Sukri lineament in this
region behaves like a hinge fault with increased
throw towards SW, thus accommodating greater
thickness of alluvium towards SW. Besides, the
block developed in this region (around Sanchor)
by intersection of Jaisalmer-Barwani and LuniSukri lineament at Jhab, must have subsided more
as compared to other blocks, thus giving rise to
increased thickness of sediments. Luni-Sukri lineament appears to recharge groundwater from NE, as
the artesian conditions have been found at Bijrol
Ka Golia (N of Sanchor) situated towards SW of
the basin, where the thickness of sediments is more
than 300 m.
On the basis of the availability of the geological material in the basin, general comments on the
hydrogeological evolution can be made:
The basin had uneven basement topography
with the occupation mostly of Erinpura granite and Malani granite and rhyolite, followed by
Bilara limestone, Girbhakar and Sonia sandstones
of Marwar Supergroup towards NE. In the west, to
the outside of the basin the Malani rhyolites and
granites occur in faulted contact with CretaceousCarboniferous sequences. On such a basement,
the Quaternary deposits have evolved though the
deposition of material of all size grades and changing roundness. However, the presence of Tertiary
formations, below the Quaternary sediments cannot be ruled out, particularly in the southwestern
part of the basin.
In the lower part of the Luni basin which receives
a precipitation between 200 mm and 300 mm, 6 distinct depositional environments have been identified (Jain and Tandon 2003) in the late Quaternary
type II successions. These depositional environments are (a) Gravel bedload braided streams, (b)
ephemeral sand bed streams, (c) sediment gravity flows (sheet flows), (d) sheet flows, (e) mixed

load meandering streams and (f ) aeolian dunes.
Out of the sections described by Jain et al (2003),
gravel-sand bedload braided streams during Oxygen Isotope Stage (OIS) 5, generally occurs at the
base of these sections. The relatively older deposits
near Khudala (> 90 ka) perhaps deposited at the
beginning of late Pleistocene succession (OIS 5e)
are without flood plain development. Lesser wet
phases such as OIS 3 are represented by sediment
gravity flows and ephemeral sand bed streams (cf.
Mishra and Rajaguru 2001).
The aeolian phase was followed with a gap by
fluvial activity around 14 ka with incision and later
deposition by gravel bedload braided streams (OIS
1). OIS 1 (11–14 ka) was a period characterized
by high frequency climatic fluctuations and shows
a spectrum of gravel-sand braided, meandering,
sand bed ephemeral streams and aeolian. A second phase of incision occurred during the early
Holocene, this was followed by sheet flow aggradation between 5 and 9 ka corresponding to rapidly
fluctuating lake levels during the early and middle
Holocene (Enzel et al 1999). During the arid phase
around 3 ka the streams became defunct as evident by the presence of aeolian dunes in the stratigraphic records. The subsequent wet phase after
3 ka caused the third incision that resulted in the
present day sand bed Luni river channel.
4. Hydrogeomorphology
Hydrogeomorphic map of the basin, prepared in
detail by using Landsat 1 and 2 images and IRS1B LISS-I images (Bajpai et al 2001b), has been
presented in figure 5. The major morphologic units
classified are rocky tracts, buried pediments, valley
fills, flood plains, palaeochannels and dune fields.
The hydrogeomorphic variations are influenced by
major and minor lineaments (Kar 1992, 1994;
Bajpai et al 2001a). The palaeodrainage system
analysis of the Luni river system observed on the
radar images indicated that former Luni system
joined directly the Sukri (Kar 1999) and the same is
also indicated in the subsurface by continuous sand
bodies between upper Luni and present NE-SW
trending Sukri (Mandawla-Surana region, following the Luni-Sukri lineament (Bajpai et al 2001b).
The aquifers formed in coarse sand and gravel of
laterally pinching type formed in interridge areas
or grabens are indicated in Jodhpur region in the
vicinity of Golasani river, Digrana-Bhawal graben,
Bhadrajan-Dewan region, Bhimgoda-Juna Motisara graben, Sindari-Khudala depression and in
Ratanpura-Khanpur graben (Bajpai et al 2001a).
Aquifers and their geometry reflect control by
paleo-fluvial geomorphic processes over the entire
basin. A general pinch and swell character is common with the aquifers in alluvium.

Figure 4. Map showing distribution of alluvial thickness and basement rock at different tube well and dug well sites in the Luni basin.
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In order to understand the hydrogeomorphic
processes in relation to lineaments and subsurface geologic structure an analysis of lineaments
together with drainage network flowing across the
lineaments has been carried out. A detailed map of
major and minor lineaments of the Luni river basin
has been prepared in the present work (figure 6).
The numbers e.g., 1-1 refer to the particular number of lineament indicated in figure 6.
5. Lineament classification in relation
to geomorphic features and
georesource evaluation
Lineaments identified and mapped on multidate
Landsat (1, 2 and TM) and IRS-1C, LISS III
images are presented in figure 6. The present
lineament map has an addition of several lineaments identified earlier by Bajpai et al (2001a).
Lineaments have been classified into various categories. Out of 91 main lineaments selected for
classification in the present work, 5 belong to
straight to curvilinear structural ridges, 17 to
buried pediment-valley fill contacts, 1 to straight
interdunal depression, 32 to straight river segments (active channels), 13 to straight dry channels (active only during the monsoon period), 1
to a regional fault (deep dislocation), 6 to straight
moisture zones with water bodies and vegetation,
4 to straight topographic contrasts, 1 to straight
natural vegetation border, 1 to straight fracture
zone within rocky tract, 4 to escarpments and 6 to
straight and sharp lithologic contacts. Lineaments,
that are closely distributed and parallel have been
numbered as a group of lineaments. As there is no
minimum length of lineaments, in the present work,
the lineaments more than 10 km in length are classified as major lineaments. Most of the lineaments
do not belong to one category (simple lineaments),
rather a combination of different categories: composite lineaments (Sabins 1987; Bajpai and Fallah Pour 1998). The categories of lineaments, their
extension, their reflection behaviour on satellite
images, and their geomorphic control together with
georesource evaluation has been given in the following table 1.
For more detailed observations and understanding of hydrogeomorphic processes, the selected
IRS-1C LISS III digital images (windows) have
been produced in the central and western parts of
the basin. These are as follows:
5.1 Balwara – Birana – Sena window
The image of this window belongs to IRS-1C (P92R54, 29 Dec 1996) and is FCC (BGR-234 : Linear Enhancement). The window encompasses the

area around Siwana granites in the NW and further
towards south the Sukri river and its tributaries
(figure 7). Balwara lineament (N-S) intersects with
Luni-Sukri lineament to the south of Balwara near
the Sukri river. The Sukri river takes a southwesterly turn after this intersection. The dark tone
to the NE of Balwara along Luni-Sukri lineament
indicates moisture, while to the SW of Balwara
along the Sukri river the pink tone indicates vegetation. The E-W trending parts of Sukri and Khari
rivers indicate thick vegetation zones (figure 7)
which are possibly the E-W trending deep fracture
zones controlling these rivers. For detailed observations 3 windows of 1000 by 1000 pixels (1 pixel =
23.5 m) and 1 window of 681 by 681 pixels have
been selected out of this sector. The first three
windows are Root Enhancement Images, where the
contrast is maximum. The fourth window shows
contrast in Adaptive Equalization Enhancement.
The windows are described as follows:5.2 Balwara – Bharwani window
This window encompasses Luni-Sukri lineament
zone passing through Bharwani on one side and
Bhavrani on the other and Sanwarla-Raithal lineament (north of Raithal with N-S trend). These lineaments have been described earlier by Kar (1994).
On this window the geomorphic pattern in terms
of buried pediment (appearing with rectangular
blocks of light greenish white tone with NE-SW
trend, location BP, figure 8) alternate with wide
graben structures with dark greenish tone (valley
fills, Location VF, figure 8). The river adjustment
is by incising the pediments and getting braided
within grabens. This is illustrated by Mithri river
to the east of Bharwani. The rivers also get disorganized and disappear as it appears to the west
of Bhavrani. The entrenched meanders indicate
the response to the areas of uplift (Burnett and
Schumm 1983; and Ouchi 1985), which are here
buried pediments. The heavy bedload falling into
areas of subsidence (grabens) indicate braiding as
a river adjustment. Shallow groundwater exploitation together with agricultural practices is common along these braided and disorganized streams
and on buried pediments, as the deep groundwater (beyond 40–50 m) in grabens (deep valley
fills) is saline. Sand dunes are mostly clustered on
buried pediment regions (SW of Balwara and W
of Raithal, figure 8) where they provide recharge
of fresh quality of groundwater to buried pediment
areas.
5.3 Jalor – Mera window
This window encompasses Jalor – Mera – Narnawa
region to the south of Sukri river. Ridge-pediment-
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Hydrogeomorphic map of the Luni river basin prepared by using satellite images (after Bajpai et al 2001b).

2A-2A: Desuri–Pisangan
lineaments.

2B-2B: Ajmer–Rir lineaments

3-3: Palri–Bisalpur lineaments

4-4: Indrana–Sanwarla lineaments

5-5: Bujawar–Khichian lineaments (from west of
Jodhpur in north of Mandor)

6-6: Bera–Alniawas lineament

7-7: Bisalpur–Alniawas lineament.

8-8: Las–Falna lineament

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

linea-

1-1: Karan–Sadri
ments.

1.

S.no

Lineament:
No, name and
location

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Straight to curvilinear
ridge

Straight to curvilinear
ridge

Straight to curvilinear
ridge

Straight to curvilinear
ridge

Straight to curvilinear
ridge

Straight to curvilinear
ridge

Category

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Malani rhyolite capped with
Sonia sandstone

Malani rhyolite

Erinpura granite

Kumbhalgarh/Banded
Gneissic Complex (Heron,
1917): gneiss and granite
(Delhi Supergroup) Alwar
Quartzites (Delhi Supergroup)

Sendra–Ambaji
granite
(Delhi Supergroup)

Geologic setting

Characteristics and geo-resource evaluation

(to be continued)

Image character as in 6-6. The trend is ENE-WSW. The Jawai river in
its upstream section takes a northerly turn while passing through this
lineament.

Image character and trend as in 6-6. Both 6-6 and 7-7 lineaments are
inhibited intersecting active channels lineaments of Luni river (25) at
Alniawas. Water reservoir of Sukri (Jawai) river at Bisalpur is situated
between 6-6 and 7-7.

Regional oval shaped buried pediments appearing on IRS FCC images
as yellowish white (light gray on band 5 of Landsat 2 image) in contrast
with dark greenish blue (dark grey on band 5 of Landsat 2 image) areas
of valley fill. Also includes the narrow valley fills occupying the dissected
pediments. The lineament is discontinuous with NE-SW trend. Straight
moisture zone lineament (72-72) to the west of Rir is in the line of this
lineament. Lineaments are sensitive to groundwater potential.

Ridges with NNE- SSW trend. Sandstone area provides water recharge
and reservoir.

Same as in 1-1.

Interridge areas facilitate recharge of groundwater. At places surface
water bodies are located in foothill region.

Straight ridges with NE-SW trend.

Ridges appear with NE-SW and NNE-SSW trends. Lineaments are
inhibited by NW-SE active channel lineament of Luni river (24-25)
towards north of Pisangan. Active channel lineaments in intersection
zones with ridges provide passage for groundwater recharge.Water bodies occur at the foothills of granite near Desuri.

Group of parallel, discontinuous, straight to curved ridges with NE-SW
trend, appearing with dark tone and sharp contrast on images. Interridge areas provide passage for groundwater recharge.

Table 1. Lineaments in relation to geologic and hydrogeomorphic characteristics with georesource evaluation.
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Figure 6. Lineament classification map of the Luni river basin prepared by using IRS and Landsat images (modified after
Bajpai et al 2001a).

9-9: Ratanpura–Rian lineament

10-10: Bhinmal–Dhanaria
lineament (extending from
20 km SW of Bhinmal to
Dhanaria)

11-11 and 12-12: Panthari–
Bhawi lineaments. (these
parallel
lineaments
together with active channel lineaments of Luni
river
in
Chitalwana–
Bhawatra region (49-49)
and in Bhawi–Rian region
(26-28): and straight moisture zone lineament to the
north of Rian (71) represent the major Luni-Sukri
lineament (L-S) lineament.

13-13:
Bithura–Diwandi
lineament

14-14: Sanwarla–Balwara
lineament
(previously
mapped: Kar 1994)

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

S.no

Lineament:
No, name and
location

Table 1. (Continued)

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Category

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Geologic setting

The lineament has N-S trend. Fanning and disappearance of streams
is conspicuous along this lineament (Kar 1994). Water body is located
along the lineament to the south of Sanwarla. Luni-Sukri lineament
intersects this lineament at Balwara. Streams from the east when passing over the pediment-valley fill structures experience general braiding
over the valley fill areas and incision over the pediment areas. The pediment areas (Fig. 7) are subsurface highs (horst, Location - BP, Fig. 8)
and valley fill areas are subsurface lows (graben, Location - VF, Fig. 8).
The intersection zones of lineaments are also earthquake prone.

N-S trending narrow valley fill along the dissected pediment. Location
of water body (SW of Diwandi) and braiding in the Guhiya stream
along this lineament.

NE-SW trending parallel lineaments following partly the Sukri river
lineament (50-50). The Guhiya and Sukri streams while passing through
this lineament zone form the water reservoirs: Sardar Samand and the
other to the SW of Vayad respectively.

Lineament has NE-SW trend. The Jawai, Sukri and Bandi rivers take
a turn while passing across this lineament. Jawai shows braiding near
Jalor.

Discontinuous lineament with NE-SW trend. The streams of Sukri and
Bandi join along this lineament to become a single stream at Dewan
and Pali respectively. Lineaments along dissected pediments guide the
course of streams.
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19-19: Bhukan–Asotra lineament

20-20: Balwara–Majal lineament

23-23: Salawas–Gotan lineament

49-49: Chitalwana lineament (part of Luni-Sukri
lineament) extends from
west of Chitalwana to
Rann of Kutchch.

50-50: Sukri lineament
(part of Sukri river from
Dhumbadiya to Mandavla)

55A-55A: Sagi lineament
(N of Punasa)

55B-55B: Bandi lineament
(extends from Dorra to
Daspan in Jalor district).

56-56: Mithri–Jojri lineament (extends from NE of
Kakelao to W of Merta
city)

15.

16.

17.

18.

18A.

19.

20.

21.

Table 1. (Continued)

interdunal

Straight dry channel

Straight river segment

Straight river segment

Straight river segment

Straight river segment

Straight
depression

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Buried pediment/valley
fill contact

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Aeolian sand (Quaternary).
In the subsurface, Bilara
group of limestone (Marwar
Supergroup)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

NE-SW trending dry channel of Mithri/Jojri river, partly follows lithologic contact of schist/phyllite with granite (lineament 86, SW of
Pipar). Fresh groundwater potential is available along this lineament.

NW-SE trending active channel inhibited by 10-10 BP-VF lineament
after which it becomes dry channel and later disappears along the zone
of Luni-Sukri lineament.

NW-SE trending active channel of Sagi stream inhibited by line of LuniSukri lineament as Sagi takes turn towards SW along the same.

NE-SW trending active channel of Sukri river: marked by pinkish red
strip on FCC (Location MA-BI, Fig. 7) indicating vegetation, coincides
with valley - fill zone.

NE-SW trending discontinuous active channel lineament of Luni river.

NE-SW trending extensive zone appearing as bluish green between
white sand streaks on FCC images. Moist areas as dark blue and vegetation patches as pink also appear along the zone.

NNE -SSW trending narrow valley fill. Groundwater potential exists.

ENE-WSW trending lineament is limited towards ENE by active Luni
channel lineament (37). Dry channel lineament (W of Indrana is inhibited along this lineament. Groundwater potential exists along this lineament.
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69-69:
Rabbasar–Baorli
lineament (extends from
SW of Rabbasar in Barmer
district to NE of Baorli
in Jodhpur district). The
lineament follows regional
fault (GSI, 1982)

73-73: Ransigaon–Pundlu
lineament

80-80: Dugdava - Morsim
lineament

22.

23.

24.

S.no

Lineament:
No, name and
location

Table 1. (Continued)

Straight natural vegetation border

Straight moisture zone
with water bodies and
vegetation

Regional fault/deep dislocation

Category

Alluvium
(Quaternary)

Limestone of Bilara Group
(Marwar Supergroup)

Faulted contact between
Lathi sandstone and Malani
rhyolite at Sarli and between
Sonia sandstone and Malani
rhyolite near Baorli. Contact is covered for most of
its part by Aeolian sand and
alluvium.

Geologic setting

The lineament has N-S trend. On IRS - FCC and TM- FCC images
of post monsoon period The pink and red tone appears on the east of
lineament in contrast to yellowish white tone on its west. The streams
flowing across the lineament either disappear or disorganize along the
same. Braiding and kinks are common along the lineament. Lineament
appears to be a step fault (downthrow towards west) controlled valley
fill, and extends towards north till Luni-Sukri lineament.

Straight patches of vegetation indicated by pink tone on FCC images.
The lineament has NNE-SSW trend and appears parallel to joint trends
in Limestone. Towards south the lineament coincides with dry channel
and large water body before joining the Luni river.

The lineament has roughly NE-SW trend. On images distinct tonal contrast appears on either side (light towards west and dark towards east)
right from Samesra Naya to Sarli. Beyond south of Sarli it is not distinct due to more sand cover. Towards in Samesra Naya - Baorli region
a general dark grey tone is evident on band 5 of Landsat 2 image. Lineament follows the dry channel for more than 30 km to the north of
Samesra Naya. On band 7 (L2) image, a narrow zone with dark grey
tone between Patodi and Thob (on either side of Thob water body) is
observed from S of Pachpadra to NE of Baorli. It is composite lineament zone with more moisture reflecting water storage in the subsurface, probably along a NE-SW trending graben. Bajpai et al., (2001a),
describes that there is deepening of basement to the east of Baorli and
grabens at Sarli and to the west of Samesra Naya (also indicated in
gravity profiles). More sedimentary thickness is expected along the lineament especially in the Sarli - Patodi region.
On the basis of tonal contrast observed on IRS FCC image, it is
expected that the lineament is a regional fault extending from the Rann
of Kutchch to the N of Baorli in Jodhpur district following NE-SW
trend. On IRS FCC the lineament appears distinctly in Sarli - Rabbasar region (Fig. 15). Large groundwater potential is expected along
this lineament. Also the area is sensitive for petroleum reservoir due
to Cretaceous - Tertiary formations along this fault. At Bayetu (40 km
NE of Barmer) the petroleum findings have been reported which lies
along this line in Barmer district. The Barmer - Jodhpur region is also
sensitive to earthquake due to this regional fault.

Characteristics and geo-resource evaluation
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Figure 7. Balwara – Birana – Sena window of IRS-IC, LISS III image showing Siwana (S) granites in the NW, Balwara
(B) lineament, Sukri river (SR), Jalor (J), Bara (BR), Khari river (K), Bandi river (BN) and Sena (SN). The Luni-Sukri
lineament follows Birana (BI) – Mandwala (MA) line.

valley fill regions can be observed in the region
between the west of Jalor and to the west of Mera.
It can be observed that the rivers coming from
both ridge sides get defunct and disorganized in
the valley fill (Location D, figure 9). Rectangular
and braided pattern as a result of tectonic adjustment is indicated by Sukri river to the NE of Jalor.
The Sukri river follows NE-SW trend following
dissected pediment-valley fill region. The urbanization and agriculture is mostly in the valley fill-

pediment region, where the groundwater is relatively fresh. Such areas are common to the east
and southeast of Jalor and to the south of Mera
(figure 9).
5.4 Balwara – Jalor window
This window encompasses Balwara – Mandawala –
Jalor region (figure 10). In this window also the
drainages incise over the buried pediment area and
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Figure 8. Balwara – Bharwani window of IRS-1C, LISS III image showing Raithal – Sanwarla lineament (north of Raithal).
Mithri river from east passes over Buried pediment (BP) and valley fill (VF) to the north of Bhavrani (B), Raithal (R),
Balwara (BL) and Bharwani (BH).

get disorganized in the valley fill. The main feature of this window is the course of the Sukri
river to the north of Jalor, where the river makes
a large loop in the valley fill region and finally
adjusts to relatively straight and braided channel. The channel areas provide a good intensity
of vegetation and availability of fresh groundwater.

5.5 Bhadrajan – Sankwali window
This window is typical of oval ridges surrounded
by pediments and valley fill areas. There is a sharp
tonal contrast among the ridges, pediment and
valley fill. While the ridges appear dark grey, the
pediments are yellowish and greenish white, the
valley fills appear as dark greenish grey. Quite a
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Figure 9. Jalor – Mera window of IRS-1C, LISS III image showing ridges, pediment and valley fill (D) regions. Mera (M),
Narnawa (N) and Jalor (J), S – Sukri river.

wide course of the Mithri river passes across these
features. The most of the part of Mithri river shows
the braided pattern as evident around Sankwali
(location S, figure 11). Urbanization is maximum
on the buried pediments and a major part of agriculture is on the braided river bed in valley fill
area formed by dissected pediments. Four windows,
which correspond to active channel lineaments of
the Luni river in its N-S section from Tilwara to
Gandhav have also been selected for detailed observations. These windows lie between Luni-Sukri lin-

eament and the lineament to the east of RabbasarSarli line.
5.6 Karna – Sindari window
This window has in its central part the rectangular sector of the Luni river extending from north
of Karna to Sindari (figure 12). The rectangular
sectors indicate possibly a structural control from
basement rocks and are classified as active channel lineaments. Field measurements in the vicinity
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Figure 10. Balwara – Jalor window of IRS-1C, LISS III image showing incision by drainages over buried pediments and
disorganization in valley fills. Balwara (B), Mandawala (M) and Jalor (J).

indicate that the major joint patterns in rhyolite
trend in NE-SW and NW-SE direction. The joints
dip at high angle (75◦ to 80◦ ) to vertical. Deepseated conjugate fractures intersecting at Bhukan
region have given rise to a rectangular pattern
of active channels. However, a similar rectangular pattern is common in the down stream area.
Field investigations on Bhukan - Sindari bank of
the Luni river, show that fractures with width
ranging from 2 mm to 4 cm and depth more than
3 m extend across thick consolidated gravel situ-

ated at the bank near Lohira. The trend of the
Luni is 220◦ N and fracture trend across the river
and riverbank is 140◦ N. The Luni river partly follows the fracture trend. The depth to rhyolite at
Sindari is about 42 m and is mostly covered by
gritty gravel deposits of typical arid river. The
activity along the deep-seated faults thus appears
to result into the rectangular pattern. In addition,
at Sindari the tonal contrast on IRS FCC images
shows an E-W lineament (Bajpai et al 2001b),
which may possibly be a fault with its downthrow
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Figure 11. Bhadrajan – Sankwali window of IRS-1C, LISS III image showing oval to elongated ridges, pediments and
valley fills. A wide course of Mithri river flows from SE to W through valley fills and dissected pediments. Panchhota (PT),
Sankwali (S), Bhadrajan (B) and Kamba (K).

towards south. In general the course of the Luni
river right from Tilwara (upstream) to Gandhav
(downstream) is controlled by a major NNE-SSW
trending fault zone as indicated by analysis of
Bouguer gravity cross-sections. High gravity gradient on either side of Sindari indicates deep-seated
faults, resulting into fault controlled depressions
(Bajpai et al 2001a). Also towards downstream
of Sindari, a general increase in thickness is
expected.

Another outstanding feature of the area is clustering of linear sand dunes which trend NE-SW. At
places interdunal areas are sources of groundwater
and support agriculture. Such areas are indicated
by brownish red.
5.7 Khudala – Nawanagar – Gura window
The main feature of this window is straight to
meandering and rectangular pattern of the river. A
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Figure 12. Karna – Sindari window of IRS-1C, LISS III image showing control of Luni river by rectangular joint/fracture
pattern. Karna (K), Bhukan (B) and Sindari (S), (E)-excavated sandy pebbly gravel.

relative obliteration of subsurface geological structure at Khudala (figure 13) and to its south is
possibly due to a relative deep filling in this area.
Gravity analysis also indicates that the center of
depression is at Khudala. The presence of a localized laterally pinching coarse sand and gravel body
and closed gravity contours (−30 mgal) with sharp
gradient from north and west to Khudala also confirms the concentric depression in the basement at
Khudala (Bajpai et al 2001a). The Khudala area
can be taken as an area of groundwater resource,

besides having groundwater in interdunal depressions.
5.8 Nawanagar – Bateri window
This window contains the Luni river on its western
side and the Sukri on its southeastern side. The
main feature besides Khudala (described earlier)
is the rectangular pattern of the Sukri river in
downstream of Bateri, which appears to be controlled by subsurface geological structures possibly
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Figure 13. Khudala – Nawanagar – Gura window of IRS-1C, LISS III image showing rectangular drainage at Khudala and
a relative straightening towards south. Khudala (K), Nawanagar (N) and Gura (G).

faults (trends approximately E-W and NE-SW,
figure 14).
5.9 Chhotan – Gandhav window
This scene belongs to IRS-1C LISS III (P91R54) and is a result of Adaptive Equalization
Enhancement. This window has in its western
part the international boundary and towards east
the Luni river and Rann of Kutchch. Part of
the terrain towards west is out of the present

Luni basin, however, the infiltrated water joins
the main Luni river. The Luni river is marked
by part of the active channel Luni-Sukri lineament passing through Gandhav (location G, figure 15). This scene is conspicuous of a NE-SW
trending tonal lineament occurring to the west
of the Luni-Sukri lineament and parallel to the
same. The tone is dark pinkish grey and green
to the east and greenish white to the west of
this lineament. This lineament is a part of the
Rabbasar-Baorli lineament (Bajpai et al 2001a),
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Figure 14. Nawanagar – Bateri window of IRS-1C, LISS III image showing rectangular pattern of Sukri river to the SW
of Bateri, possibly controlled by subsurface geological structure. Nawanagar (N), Gura (G) and Bateri (B).

however, analysis of the tonal distribution indicates that the lineament in its southern part is
to the east of the Rabbasar-Sarli line and passing somewhere halfway between the Chhotan and
Gandhav following NE-SW trend. In the Barmer
region, the lineament shows faulted contact of
Cretaceous-Carboniferous formations and consolidated sediments/volcanics with Malani rhyolite,
and granite (GSI, 1982). The lineament is sensitive
to the occurrence of georesources e.g., petroleum
and groundwater.

6. Discussion and conclusions
The following observations and conclusions are
summarised:
• The Luni basin is an active tectonic sedimentary
basin where deposition has taken place on an
uneven basement in the form of alternating horst
and graben structures from east to west. Earlier analysis of Bouguer anomaly profiles (Bajpai
et al 2001a) also indicates that the basement has
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Figure 15. Chhotan – Gandhav window of IRS-1C, LISS III image showing Luni-Sukri lineament (LSL) and part of Rabbasar – Baorli lineament (L-L). Rann of Kutchch (R), Gandhav (G), Sindari (S), Sarli (SA), Rabbasar (R), International
border (I) and Chhotan (C).

been activated along horst and graben structures
and as a result, most of the present river systems
align and lie within the gravity lows (grabens).
• The depth to basement varies from few meters
towards western and central parts of the basin
and to more than 300 m to the SW of Jalor in the
Sanchor-Haryali region. In the NE near Merta
city it is about 45 m, however to the south of
Merta thickness increases to about 150 m. In the
western part near Sindari this ranges from about
40 m to 70 m.
• Initially the basin has uneven basement consisting of Erinpura granite and Malani rhyolite with Bilara limestone, Girbhakar and Sonia

sandstone (Marwar Supergroup). In the west,
out of the basin in Barmer district the rhyolite
occurs in faulted contact with Lathi sandstone
(Cretaceous-Carboniferous). In such a basin the
records of Quaternary deposition showing a
sequence of pebbly-cobbly conglomerate, gravel,
coarse sand, fine sand, calcrete, clay and fine
sand are present.
• In the western part of the basin the optical ages
indicate older deposits near Khudala (dated to
> 90 ka) at the beginning of Late Pleistocene
(Jain and Tandon 2003). Around 14 ka there is a
resumption of fluvial activity that showed incision and deposition by gravel bedload braided
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streams (OIS 1). OIS 1 between 11 and 14 ka
showed a spectrum of gravel sand braided, meandering, sandy ephemeral streams and aeolian.
The second phase of incision occurred during
the early Holocene followed by sheet flow aggradations between 5 and 9 ka. Finally during the
arid phase around 3 ka streams become defunct
and only aeolian dunes remain on stratigraphic
record. After 3 ka the wet phase gave rise to incision resulting into the present day sandy Luni
river channel (Jain and Tandon 2003).
The processes of incision and braiding are
well exhibited by Mithri (Sankwali - Panchhota
region) and Sukri (Balwara - Jalor region), which
require further study regarding age determination together with climate analysis.
General observations show that depth to
the basement along the Luni-Sukri lineament,
increases towards SW and slowly decreases
towards NE. On an imagery, this is indicated by
pink tone along Sukri river (S of Jalor) and dark
greenish tone to the NE of Jalor.
Geomorphologically, the rocky tract, buried pediments and valley fills are indicated with a sharp
contrast on IRS - LISS III images. It is easy to see
the dark green areas as valley fills in contrast to
greenish-white pediments on digitally processed
images.
Rivers while flowing from east to west have
hydrodynamically adjusted to the buried pediment and valley fill structures as these incise the
areas of buried pediments and braid, disorganize
and defunct in valley fill regions.
The braiding is typical for a river adjusting on
slopes in arid region, due to quick filling, however the same in humid region corresponding to
slow uplift gives rise to sinuosity. The changes
in depositional material from coarse and mixed
of all size grades to fine requires more study on
climatic changes in the region.
Lineaments trending NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W
indicate the adjustment of various streams flowing across them. This is conspicuously visible
along Sukri and Mithri river systems. The lineaments show tectonic control and depositional
behaviour of streams.
Regarding geological and georesource point of
view the Luni-Sukri, Jaisalmer-Barwani, and the
lineament to the east of Rabasar-Sarli extending
to Baorli are important for groundwater reservoir and petroleum occurrence.
Thus an overall analysis of lineaments and
hydrogeomorphic processes together with gravity profiles indicate a hydrogeological evolution
of the Luni basin. Initially it was an uneven basement in the hard rock with several faults trending mostly NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W. Sudden
downpouring of sediments in the grabens have

filled them maintaining the geomorphic adjustments of the rivers during subsidence. The deposition has started with clay and ended with
multistoried sand and gravel sequences fining
upwards. The activation along faults is still visible on satellite images (straight drainages) and
occurrence of earthquakes in the region.
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